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Autobiography, philosophical inquiry, confession—The Traitor is an unclassifiable and unforgettable book
from one of France’s most inspiring social critics. Written when André Gorz was 32 and rising to
prominence in the Parisian existentialist milieu, The Traitor starts from an acute personal crisis, “a state of
absolute subjective misery,” rooted in social and political alienation. Using psychoanalysis and Marxism,
Gorz explores the origins and symptoms of this crisis and struggles towards a resolution which he finds at
last in political commitment and self-affirmation.

Few personal documents have ever been so rigorously analytical; few philosophical texts so vividly
illuminated by the honest recall of painful experience. Gorz’s father was Jewish, his mother Catholic: his
tormented childhood in Austria during the Anschluss, when he took refuge first in religious asceticism, then
in a self-destructive identification with Nazism, is scrupulously recorded. So, too, is his adolescent exile in
Switzerland, his early encounters with Sartre—who, as “Morel”, is a constant reference point—and the
conflicts of his first love affairs.

Sartre called The Traitor “an invitation to life.” It remains the most intimate and profound book to emerge
from the existentialist movement, while providing remarkable insights into André Gorz’s subsequent work.
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From reader reviews:

Reva Morison:

The book The Traitor gives you the sense of being enjoy for your spare time. You should use to make your
capable considerably more increase. Book can to become your best friend when you getting pressure or
having big problem using your subject. If you can make looking at a book The Traitor for being your habit,
you can get considerably more advantages, like add your own personal capable, increase your knowledge
about several or all subjects. It is possible to know everything if you like open up and read a reserve The
Traitor. Kinds of book are a lot of. It means that, science book or encyclopedia or other folks. So , how do
you think about this reserve?

Bruce Parisien:

The particular book The Traitor has a lot details on it. So when you read this book you can get a lot of
advantage. The book was written by the very famous author. The author makes some research ahead of write
this book. This particular book very easy to read you can obtain the point easily after reading this article
book.

Kirk Banks:

Do you one of the book lovers? If so, do you ever feeling doubt when you are in the book store? Aim to pick
one book that you never know the inside because don't assess book by its cover may doesn't work the
following is difficult job because you are frightened that the inside maybe not as fantastic as in the outside
search likes. Maybe you answer could be The Traitor why because the excellent cover that make you
consider concerning the content will not disappoint anyone. The inside or content is definitely fantastic as the
outside or even cover. Your reading 6th sense will directly show you to pick up this book.

Wayne Gaddis:

In this period globalization it is important to someone to acquire information. The information will make you
to definitely understand the condition of the world. The health of the world makes the information easier to
share. You can find a lot of personal references to get information example: internet, paper, book, and soon.
You will see that now, a lot of publisher that will print many kinds of book. The book that recommended to
your account is The Traitor this e-book consist a lot of the information in the condition of this world now.
This book was represented just how can the world has grown up. The dialect styles that writer use to explain
it is easy to understand. Often the writer made some study when he makes this book. Here is why this book
ideal all of you.
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